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OPEN ACCESS OF THE CUT

- publications in thematic repository or open access journal deposit individual by scientists of CUT;

- Digital Library of CUT (2006);

- submitted to The Ministry of Science and Higher Education a proposal developed by the CUT Library, concerning the SUW project financing, realized in a competition procedure under the Innovative Economy Operational Project (2009);

- the Rector of the CUT has signed on behalf of the university two agreements, by which scientific publications of the CUT Press have been guaranteed online access through Internet platforms (1. digital platform Versita.pl, 2. Institute of Industrial Design Digital Library) (2010).
AT THE BEGINNING ...
FIRST STEPS TOWARD CREATION OF THE SUW

May 2006
The Digital Library of CUT (abbr. BCPK) was created.

February 2008
Rector's Decree on the obligation to submit electronic versions of doctoral dissertations to BCPK.

2008
Links to documents located in BCPK resources added to the Bibliography of the CUT Staff Publications.

March 2009
Decision to create the Repository of CUT (abbr. RPK).
WHAT WE ASSUMED ...

General purpose of the SUW is to network share bibliographic information and full-text scientific and educational content, authored by university academic staff and students, i.e University Community.

The primary objective of creating the SUW system is to support the academic community, to create a *unified knowledge base* for the purposes of research and teaching (including e-learning) and development of scientific communication.

An additional element of the system will be an ability to exchange views, comments and observations on the shared materials.

The system is dedicated for all Internet users interested in exact, technical sciences.
WHO WE ARE …

SUW project group composed of the following teams:

- Management Team – 3 members,
- IT Team - 2 members,
- **Content Management Team** - 3 members,
- **Training and Promotion Team** - 3 members,
- Digitalization and Cataloguing Team - 3 members,
  +
- Consultants Editors Team from each CUT Faculties.
WHAT WE WANT TO DO...

- Catalogue of CUT Library
- The CUT Library Databases
- The Repository of CUT
- Bibliography of the CUT Staff Publications
- Handbooks database
- Social Network

Cracow Architecture & Art
Krynica Conference Papers
Unpublished Scientific Papers of the CUT Academic Staff

selfarchiving resources

resources of CUT Digital Library

handbooks list for students

communication system database

- thematic forums
- personal website
- system of publishing reviews
- system of comments
HOW WE PROMOTE ...

- preparing and implementing an Open Access presentation for:
  - CUT librarians,
  - Library Council,
  - CUT institutes librarians,
  - the academic staff,
  - the Faculty Boards, and
  - the consultant editors of the university Repository;

- preparing information about Open Access and SUW;

- preparing OA/SUW stand during International OA Week;

- preparing and distributing promotional materials on the OA and SUW program.
HOW WE PROMOTE ...

The presentation addressed the following issues:

1) What is OA? Based on definitions of the various declarations and initiatives.
2) The history of OA;
3) The methods of publishing,
4) Repositories and journals;
5) OA – models of periodicals;
6) OA law;
7) Websites, Polish projects
8) OA - barriers and benefits.
OA WEBSITE

Cracow University of Technology

The Library

"An old tradition and a new technology have converged to make possible an unprecedented public good. The old tradition is the willingness of scientists and scholars to publish the fruits of their research in scholarly journals without payment, for the sake of inquiry and knowledge."

[Budapest Open Access Initiative, 2002]
TIME IS TICKIN ... OUR FUTURE ...

2011
- training session for consultants editors team
- testing of interface of SUW System
- Digital Library was transferred to repository resources

2012
- creating Handbooks Database
- creating Social Network: author’s personal pages, forums, reviews publishing system

- opening Repository and SUW website for users
## REPOSITORY WEBSITE

### Informacje o RPK

### Dla Autorów

### Przeglądaj

### Pomoc

### Szukaj
- Repozytorium PK
- Czasopisma Techniczne
- Doktoraty PK
- Monografie
- Zbiory specjalne
- Katalog BPK
- Bibliografia Publikacji
- Pracowników PK
- Bazy własne BPK
- Podręczniki PK

### Zaloguj

---

Zasobów w systemie: 2720
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